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Watercolorist Diane Phalen is best known for her popular Americana quilt series-a vibrant collection

of paintings featuring the flowers, cottages, barns, country stores and Amish country life in the

beauty and simplicity of the rural Pennsylvania countryside. Space to note everyday plans and

events. Holidays and special days highlighted.
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I am a watercolorist and a fan of Diane Phalen's so defiantly wanted her quilt calendars this year!!

My mother and I are also quilters and love her pages as the quilts are displayed in her art work.

What nicer gift to give a watercolorist or quilter than one of these beautiful calendars. For the next

twelve months we can enjoy a new quilt and watercolor painting as the year goes by. My calendar

came from  so get yours quick before supply runs out...you will love the bright colors and wondrous

pages. Quilts From A Painter's Art 2014 Calendar

I absolutely love Diane Phalen's work and purchased this calendar for my friend. She was thrilled

with it. Diane's attention to detail is wonderful and I enjoy all her products. She carries a line of

cards, pictures, puzzles and now fabric. I hope more of her products will become available online.

I just received five calendars by Diane Phalen and was very happy that they arrived here before

Christmas. Most of them were very beauitful.However, one of the five calendars was unwrapped

and had a sticker on the front that said, " Sample Copy". The corners were also worn.This is not the



kind of service I have received in the past and expect when I order from .com

Calendars keep you aware of the date of the day, the month and the year while they have space to

keep track of your schedule. Th pretty pictures above the month are all from paintings by Diane

Phalen and have a quilt theme to them.Since this is about Ms. Phalen's paintings, rather than a quilt

artist, wouldn't it be nice if they were also made into puzzles? I am a puzzle nut and this would be

great fun - two of my favorite things --- quilts and puzzles.Sized at 12" x 12" with large squares to

write you activities in, this calendar will keep you organized. The paintings are at the top of the

page. A month before/after calendars, along with one square containing information about the

painting are also included.If you are looking to keep organized with paintings without any quilt

patterns, then this will fit the bill.
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